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COMMENTS OF
THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS
The National Association of Broadcasters (NAB)1 hereby submits comments on the
above-captioned Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking concerning regulatory fees. 2
Specifically, we request that the Commission revise the proposed regulatory fees for VHF
stations to more accurately reflect their actual population served.3
Regulatory fees for television stations were historically based on Nielsen Designated
Market Area (DMA) groupings. The Commission in 2018 amended its rules to use the
population covered by a station’s contours instead of DMAs to more accurately reflect the
audience served by a full-power broadcast television station for purposes of assessing
regulatory fees, with implementation in Fiscal Year 2019.4 This new approach has produced
significant changes in fees for some broadcasters. We generally agree with the Commission
that broadcasters within the same DMA may have vastly different budgets. For example, if one
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station primarily serves only a remote corner of a DMA while another covers a far more
populous metropolitan area within the same DMA, the stations’ reach and revenues will likely
vary.5 The revised regulatory fee approach attempts to account for these differences.
One flaw in the Commission’s new approach is that basing fees on a station’s noise
limited service contour (NLSC) appears to unjustly tax VHF stations operating at power levels
above their normal maximum level to overcome environmental noise in a digital world.6 Basing
the fees on the population within a VHF station’s projected NLSC may not accurately reflect
the actual population receiving a viewable signal from some VHF stations. Service should
include receiving a reliable digital picture, without pixilation and well above the so-called
“digital cliff.”7
Following the digital transition, some VHF channels have encountered environmental
noise that has materially and adversely impacted the ability of VHF broadcasters to serve their
over-the-air viewers with a reliable digital signal.8 Environmental noise levels of 16 and 9 dB
were included in the definition of analog Principal Community (“City Grade”) service at
Channels 2-6 and 7-13, respectively.9 Although environmental (electrical) noise also affects
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VHF digital television reception, no such adjustments were included in the digital “City Grade”
service planning factors. 10 The Commission itself conceded that some of these lost areas
would result from unavoidable engineering changes that stations were required to implement
to avoid interference on their post-transition digital channel.11 For example, the Commission
created the digital replacement translator (DRT) service to help allay this problem by enabling
some full power stations to reach existing analog viewers that would not otherwise receive
service following the DTV transition.12
Additionally, some VHF stations have obtained Commission authority to increase power
above their normally permitted levels in order to overcome such noise by boosting their signal
strength to reestablish service within their core market area.13 Of course, raising power levels
also increases the predicted reach of a station’s predicted contour, which increases the
theoretical population served by a VHF station for purposes of calculating regulatory fees.
However, the new fees methodology fails to account for the fact that television
reception by many such viewers is usually weak due to various hindrances, including the
distance the signal must travel, the effects of terrain, building obstacles, higher levels of
ambient environmental noise on the VHF band and interference from co-channel and
adjacent channel signals.14 Stations have implemented power increases for the these
reasons.15 Accordingly, the new regulatory fees for some VHF stations are artificially high
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because they are based on viewer population figures that include viewers who are not able to
receive a viewable signal.
Moreover, as part of the broadcast spectrum repack, some television stations are
moving from the UHF band to the VHF band or shifting from high frequency VHF channels to
lower frequency VHF channels. These broadcasters are not yet in a position to determine the
impact on their coverage area or population served.16 Therefore, these stations are unable to
discern the effect of the new regulatory fees approach on their operating budgets, or provide
meaningful comments on the Further Notice.
As described in our earlier comments, NAB believes that a more reasonable approach
would be to calculate fees for such VHF stations based on a station’s contour under the
Commission’s original assignment of technical parameters during the DTV transition. These
parameters were calculated so that a station’s post-transition NLSC would approximately
replicate the station’s pre-transition analog Grade B coverage contour,17 as well as the
population served. NAB submits that the population within this original contour of a digital
VHF station is a more accurate reflection of a VHF station’s actual coverage and population
reach, and thus should be the relevant factor in calculating regulatory fees for VHS stations.
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For the reasons discussed above, NAB requests that the Commission revise the
proposed regulatory fees to more accurately reflect the actual population served by VHF
television stations.
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